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MY OTHER MODERNISM IS IN

FUTURA

WHEN ALFRED H. BARR promoted modern European art to new
audiences in the United States, modern typefaces came along for the
ride. In 1936, while preparing a new exhibition titled Cubism and
Abstract Art for the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, Barr
created a chart to accompany the show to help people understand
the many modern art movements that had contributed to
abstraction. It connects the different strands—like cubism, futurism,
Dadaism, constructivism, surrealism, and the Bauhaus—with one
another, across countries, genres, and years. The chart itself was
typeset in the most modern typefaces Barr had available, including
Futura.1

For most Americans, Futura and other new German typefaces
were their everyday consumption of modernism. Futura burst into
appearance in magazines, books, newspapers, and posters. Its
resonance, along with some gutsy advertising by Bauer Type
Foundry, asserted Futura’s place at the typographic table, as “The
Typeface for Our Time.” It was imagined, drawn, named, and
advertised as mathematical over cultural, revolutionary over
historical, and distinctively “The Type of Today and Tomorrow,”
unlike new cuts of old classics or romantic remixes of past glories
(think Times New Roman, released in 1932).2



An early Bauer Type Foundry advertisement for Futura in the United States, 1928

The thing about Futura that designers like myself know, though,
is that some of its letterforms are not as revolutionary as some of
Paul Renner’s original ideas. It’s a compromise, expertly crafted to
be commercially viable to the widest possible audience, from art
deco acolytes to avant-garde New Typography followers, and even
the workaday printer looking to breathe new life into old layouts.

Beginning with his initial drawings in 1924, Renner was
attempting to create a new typeface to fit the age. Like his Bauhaus
contemporaries, he played with basic geometry—circles, squares,
triangles, and straight lines—to compose his first Futura. The allure
was clear: simple shapes could be produced mechanically and bore
little visceral reference to preindustrial, humancentric modes of
production (handwriting, calligraphy), which undergirded centuries
of conventional typography.3

Instead, he went for even older models: capital letters followed
the classical proportions and elemental shapes of roman
monumental type; lowercase, the proportions of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century French letters by Claude Garamond and Jean
Jannon. The familiar proportions gave Futura additional legibility
and accessibility, in contrast with contemporary typographic



experiments, and even Futura’s competitors, like Kabel and Erbar,
both of which had slightly different proportions. In this way, Futura’s
balance of tradition and experiment made it revolutionary,
pragmatic, and, ultimately, popular.





Museum of Modern Art director Alfred H. Barr’s Cubism and Abstract Art diagram was one of the

first schemas for modern art itself, typset using an Intertype machine in Futura and Vogue (an early

Futura competitor in the United States).

Some of Renner’s early letterforms were extreme, if simple. The
lowercase m and n were straight lines and 90-degree angles, the
lowercase g was formed from a circle and a triangle, the lowercase a
was a circle enclosed by two lines at a right angle, and the lowercase
r was a line with a dot next to it. On the lowercase e, the horizontal
stroke disconnected from the end of the circular stroke, making it
look more like a modern Euro symbol than a recognizable letter e.*
In addition to being an endlessly interesting design exercise,
Renner’s early experimental letters led the way for versions of
Futura that undoubtedly sold better, but still hearkened to geometry,
modernism, and, above all, form.

Early test prints of Futura, 1924–25

In preparation for Futura’s commercial release in 1927, Renner
and Bauer shelved the extreme letterforms in favor of slightly more
conventional and certainly more legible shapes. But printers could



still purchase the innovative a, g, m, and n as alternates.4 Renner
and Bauer’s iterative approach later became a smug hallmark of
Futura’s advertising: “The evolution of such a face entailed endless
refinements…involved rejection after rejection before the final
effects were achieved that justified Futura’s immediate acceptance.”5

At first glance, almost all the letters in the 1927 Futura look like
strict compass-and-ruler formations. In the first two weights, Light
and Medium, the roman capitals form familiar shapes: a circular O, a

sharp triangular M and A, an R made from a half-circle and straight

lines, a T that is two straight lines, and a half-circle D. The letters
seem precise, with mechanical monolinear strokes and little
variation. And yet, at its heart, Futura is not only geometric. The

letters E, F, L, and P reveal the classical double-square proportions
essential to the entire typeface. The result marries the avant-garde
concern with line, shape, and form to millennia-old typographic
traditions.6

The final letterforms support a facade of strict geometry that
masks the sophistication of the letter-forms. Many of the changes
are subtle deviations from mathematical purity that are essential for
obtaining the right visual effect. It’s like the extra space on the
bottom part of a matte in a picture frame: even if all sides are
mathematically equal, if you don’t account for visual weight, the
frame looks wrong. In well-drawn geometric typefaces, visual
sleights of hand abound to ensure the type looks right. The capital

O, for example, looks like a circle but is actually ever so slightly

wider than it is tall. The sharp tops of the uppercase A, M, and N
overshoot the height of the other capital letters to compensate for
the thinning lines. And the curved strokes of the lowercase letters

thin ever so slightly as they join the straight lines in the letters a, b, d,

g, m, n, p, q, and r. The extra weight where a curve joins a straight
stroke would appear too thick otherwise, especially at small sizes.
These and many other careful deviations from mechanically
calculated shapes help make Futura a great typeface.



Bauer Futura Medium, 30-point type at 200 percent. Note how the overshoots visually compensate

for the thinning strokes.

The type family grew with additional styles available for sale: a
set of decorative geometric shapes called Futura Schmuck (1927),
followed quickly by Futura Bold (1928). Empowered by commercial
success, the family expanded to include additional weights: Futura
Black (1929), followed by Futuras Semibold, Semibold Oblique,
Light Oblique, Medium Oblique, Semibold Condensed, and Bold
Condensed (1930); Futura Book and Futura Inline (1932); Futura
Display (1932); Futura Bold Oblique (1937); Futura Book Oblique
(1939); Futura Light Condensed (1950); and Futura Kräftig (1954)—
literally, “Futura Strong,” effectively a weight somewhere between
Semibold and Bold.7

The typefaces normally considered to be part of the core Futura
family have greater differences between weights than most
contemporary type families. For example, the Light and Medium

weights have the sharp corners on capitals A, M, and N, which are
abandoned for a flat apex in Futura Bold (1928) and most of the other
weights. And for good reason: the flat apex helps the bolder weights
achieve maximum boldness without sacrificing legibility.

Other styles of Futura are completely different, and many
digital versions rarely offer them as part of the family. Futura Black,
released in 1929, is a stencil constructed out of abstract shapes that is
similar to typefaces associated with art deco and the Roaring
Twenties. Some contemporaries derided the entire trend with the
racially tinged label jazz types and tarred designs using it or similar
faces as “loud, black, erratic.”8 Futura Display (1932) is a bold
headline typeface based on a rounded rectangular geometry, but



unlike the other weights, it has no circular shapes. In the 1950s
Renner created another condensed typeface similar to Futura
Display that included italics and various weights. It was released
under various names, as Bauer Topic (in the United States and
United Kingdom), Vox (Spain), Zénith (France), and Steile Futura
(Germany), demonstrating that the name Futura was, above all else,
a marketing tool.9

Light, 1927

Medium, 1927

Semibold, 1929

Bold, 1928



Bold Condensed, 1930

Light Oblique, 1930

Medium Oblique, 1930

Book, 1932



Black, 1929

Inline, 1932

Futura has greater differences between weights than many current type families. Compare Light to

Bold to Black of Bauer Futura as published in The Typesetters’ Book (Das Buch des Setzers), 1936.





The first three weights of Bauer Futura: Light, Medium, and Bold (1928 specimen)

Futura was created during an era when typefaces were on the
front lines of culture. In 1920s Germany even the alphabet was a
matter of national identity and fierce debate. For some
traditionalists, the only true German letters were blackletter types
like Fraktur—the thick-lined, heavily ligatured types that mimicked
medieval scholarly handwriting, in which paper was scarce and
words were long. Once popular across Europe, blackletter type was
born in Gutenburg’s Germany and matured in Luther’s Bible. Over
the centuries many European nations adopted roman (Latin)
typefaces from Italian printers, relegating blackletter to newspaper
mastheads and the occasional official document, but Germany had
largely resisted the change. In contrast, liberal-minded reformers
wanted Germany to integrate with Europe and the Western world by
embracing roman typefaces. For reformers, roman types
represented a positive attitude toward internationalism, commerce,
and science. For traditionalists and nationalists, they posed a
cultural threat to the core of German identity. Even the handwriting
taught in schools became a contest between Kurrentscript (known as
Deutsche Schrift—“German Script”) and Latin Script.10

Bauer Futura contains a few characters that reveal its German origins—including ch and ck ligatures.

(8-point type at 300 percent from Die Kunst der Typographie, 1940.)

Thus, creating a new typography seemed to be an ideal way to
change the world for many printers and artists, and their argument
was at the forefront of the cultural battles of the day. For Jan
Tschichold, typography was the means to create a true socialist



paradise, imbued with a universal egalitarianism, devoid of class
and national distinctions.11 In 1925 he wrote, “The exclusive
materials of New Typography are those given by the task.…
Ornament of even the simplest form (shaded rules!) is superfluous,
impermissible.” Importantly, the typefaces mattered: “The simplest
and therefore only persuasive form of European script is the Block—
(sans serif )—type.… National typefaces are excluded as generally
incomprehensible and as leftovers from history.”12 The printed form
of Tschichold’s manifesto makes clear that these national typefaces
included Fraktur and German blackletters, as well as Russian
Cyrillic types, and any other distinctive national scripts.





German typefoundries provided a large variety of blackletter typefaces, including various Frakturs.

Comparison of geometric typefaces by Herbert Bayer, Josef Albers, and Kurt Schwitters with Futura

in Klimschs Jahrbuch, 1928

Others in the debate pushed for radical equality in the Latin
alphabet as well. Herbert Bayer, a student and teacher at the
Bauhaus, pushed for a single roman lowercase alphabet—no capitals
—to replace the traditional two-case alphabet. Bayer theorized that
the two-case system lengthened the time it took for children to learn
to read, because they had to learn two symbols for every letter.
Bayer’s design for a single alphabet has a similar starting point as
Renner’s Futura, built from simple geometric shapes. Appropriately
enough, he called his 1925 experimental type design Universal.
Bayer’s typeface never enjoyed commercial release, but he wasn’t
alone in advocating such changes. The British writer T. S. Eliot had



attempted to eliminate national pride by putting nationalities in
lowercase, e.g., the english, not the English—which sounds egalitarian,
except when lowercase universalism is shorthand for denigration, as
when James Joyce ominously set jew instead of Jew.13

Mehemed Agha’s October 1929 Vanity Fair redesign brought avant-garde European typography

and art to the American mainstream. The redesign was a watershed moment within the spread of a

modernist aesthetic. Not all of the ideas were well received. Due to reader outcry, the magazine

abandoned the all-lowercase titling in the March 1930 issue.



Agha’s redesign of Vanity Fair featured Futura and innovative amounts of white space.

For many, using Futura in print came packaged with these
underlying cultural battles about capitalization, nationalism, and
modernity. Printers and writers across the United States noted the
changes with varying degrees of acceptance. A flashpoint arose in
1929 with the redesign of Vanity Fair.

Vanity Fair had redesigned the entire magazine largely in sync
with modernist styles. All the headlines for feature stories were set
in lowercase, and all the typography throughout the magazine used
Futura. The redesign represented one of the first direct incursions of
European design into American publications. The recently hired art
director in charge of the redesign, Mehemed Agha, had previously
been the director of Vogue Berlin.14 The structure of the contents
page, as well as organizational headings, suggests his interest in
utilizing elements, such as the typeface Futura and bold rules (lines),
that were common in modern European typographic designs.



Agha’s expressive typography met with opposition, however,
and within five issues the more avantgarde features of the layout
were toned down. For example, after the first issue, Agha’s layout
reverted from all-lowercase titles to once again include upper-and
lowercase, and reverted to serifed type rather than sans serif in some
aspects of the layout.15 Responding to readers, the magazine posted
a notice that read, in part, “A title set entirely in small letters is
unquestionably more attractive than one beginning with a capital or
with every word beginning with a capital, but, at the present time, it
is also unquestionably harder to read because the eye of the reader is
not yet educated to it.” Accepting the current state of readership, the
text continued: “The issue is thus one between attractiveness and
legibility, or between form and content, and Vanity Fair, not wishing
to undertake any campaign of education, cast its vote by returning to
the use of capital letters in titles, to legibility, and to the cause of
content above form.”16

A New York Times editorial, “Proletarian Punctuators,” satirized
the controversy, backlash, and return of capitalization in Vanity Fair.
The Times joked that the “anti-capitalist” lowercase revolution had
been compromised with a “New Punctuation Policy,” which, like
Lenin’s New Economic Policy, had rein-fused elements of capitalism
into a Communist economy. The unchanged left-justified layout is
satirized too: “They do not put the name of an article in the centre of
the page or in the centre of the column, but put it flush with the left-
hand edge of the type column. This revolutionary struggle has
maintained itself much more successfully than the case war, by
which we mean the war of the lower cases against the upper cases.”17

Another example of critcism of modernism comes from a 1930
issue of the Inland Printer, written by the editor J. L. Frazier.18 He
celebrated the return to traditional orthography as a sane return to
legibility, albeit with snide remarks about the magazine’s pride in
“the chic, the utter modernity of its readers” and its arrogance as the
“arbiter elegantiarum.”19 Later Frazier’s editorial stand against the
excesses of modern experimental design was trumpeted in another
Inland Printer editorial, “You Didn’t Go Wrong on Modernism if You



Followed the Inland Printer!”20 It began, “The more intelligent of
those persons who two years ago ardently championed the use of the
eccentric, malformed, ugly, and illegible type reflecting cubist art, as
adding to typography what self-styled modernists called a fresh
note, now admit they are passé.” The editorial continues to describe
the resurgence of traditional norms of printing and, most
unsurprisingly, the essential principle of legibility. As such,
traditional layout principles are superior to “eccentricities of layout,”
with “lines and whole displays aslant” and other “bizarre and
incomprehensible” characteristics.21

Neither Frazier nor the Inland Printer were enemies to all new
typefaces associated with modernism. Despite its gloating editorials
about its abilities to predict trends, even it made a distinction
between “cubistic” typefaces and the “smart new ‘gothics,’” which
are “infinitely more attractive and legible.” For Frazier and his
editors, one of the benefits of modernism and sans serif typography
as opposed to “pseudo-modernists” was “simplicity of layout and
absence of ornament.”22 In championing the lack of ornament, the
Inland Printer defended one of the basic principles that informed
both the New Typography of Tschichold and, later, the Swiss style
while arguing against the more experimental excesses. Given the
gradual adoption of Futura into the headlines of the Inland Printer
throughout the 1930s, it seems clear that one of the “smart new
‘gothics’” must have been Futura. In this light, Frazier’s opposition
to the Vanity Fair redesign seems to have stemmed from his specific
opposition to all-lowercase titles and the expansive letterspacing for
headlines—both of which violated Frazier’s sense of legibility—
rather than opposition to the typeface Futura.



Paul Rand used Futura in many of his designs, including his 1947 Thoughts on Design and his 1957

children’s book Sparkle and Spin, written with his wife Ann Rand.





Modernism was more fun when it employed Futura, used here by Alvin Lustig for his cover design for

the 1945 reprinting of The Great Gatsby for New Classics, New Directions. The original printed in

yellow and black.





Herbert Bayer used Futura extensively in his work before and after emigrating from Germany prior

to World War II in 1938. His use of the typeface for the Container Corporation of America was part

of a unified system to which dozens of illustrators contributed.





Futura fought on both sides of World War II. American printers, designers, and advertisers largely

embraced Futura and new ideas about modernism.

In America advertisers increasingly specified Futura for
printing. All three of the magazines used in the Typographic
Scoreboard tabulations by the Inland Printer—Vogue, the Saturday
Evening Post, and the Nation’s Business—showed increases in the use
of Futura. Vogue in particular demonstrated the greatest change. In
1930 Futura appeared in 18 percent of advertisements in Vogue (20
out of 111), compared to 8 percent in the Saturday Evening Post (21 out
of 264).23 By 1933 Vogue advertisements using Futura increased to 23
percent (27 out of 117).24 By 1945 the overall picture of the
typographic use demonstrated a complete acceptance of Futura. The
Inland Printer noted that Futura was featured in one-quarter of all
the advertisements (51 out of 210) in three consecutive issues of
Vogue.25 Bauer ads hyped Futura’s advertising success as well, with
1930 ads noting 11 of the 26 full-page ads in the New Yorker magazine
and 30 of 53 ads in Harper’s Bazaar featured Futura.26

Many of the most famous designs by American modernist
acolytes featured Futura, although often in a supporting role while
their illustrative designs and photographs took center stage. Futura
was an anchor of many of the works of Paul Rand, Bradbury
Thompson, and Alvin Lustig, as well as, with the rise of Nazism in
Germany, an expanding number of European émigrés, including
Bayer (1938), Ladislav Sutnar (1939), and László Moholy-Nagy (1937)
—all of whom brought their own interpretations of modernism to a
wide American audience.27

Printers, advertisers, and designers popularized Futura in part
because it represented modernity and progress. But for others,
Futura simply became a unique headline typeface that could be used
in largely traditional layouts with slight modifications. In this way,
Futura was completely integrated into a vernacular typography
across the country and accepted as an American typeface—even
during World War II, in spite of its German roots.28



*Where possible, the early variants of Futura have been placed into the text. Renner’s experimental e

was not included in the font used (Neufville Digital Futura, 1999).





The only Futura that can claim complete authenticity is metal type from Germany’s Bauer Type

Foundry. Every other Futura, however faithful to the original, is a newer creation.
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